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In the drafting process of Tort Liability Law, scholars had unanimously 
suggested network infringement rules into their propositional version. As the 
Internet Service Provider's tort liability morphology is complex and rich, the 
confirmation rules of network infringement should have to be provided as a 
separate tort type. However, due to the Tort Liability Law takes incomplete 
categorization stance, it only specially categorized the traditional infringement, 
so network infringement was compressed length and placed in a qualitative 
unclear chapter. Moreover, in the specific provisions, the legislation has taken a 
relatively conservative stance, only absorbed the most commonly safe harbor 
rules, knowing rules. Even so, this attempt to create a new model of network 
infringement legislation still stirred many criticisms. 
This paper attempts to unscramble the Torts Liability Law’s categorization 
factors, pointed out the structure problem caused by incomplete categorization. 
Then, it discusses Article 36 under the influence of such a structure, pointed out 
the impact of incomplete categorization to network infringement type 
Chapter I mainly introduces tort categorization origin, and take example by 
foreign experience to analyze the categorization factors of Torts Liability Law. 
Chapter II demonstrates the necessity of the type of network infringement, then 
provides microscopic analysis for Chapter IV of Torts Liability Law indicating 
network infringement type’s inherent deficiency caused by incomplete 
categorization. Chapter III researches the specific system ruled in Article 36, 
gives this paper’s view about the controversial notification procedures and 
knowing rule, and presents some suggestions to perfect network infringement 
categorization. 
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